
the epidemic flu (as in, "she died of the epidemic flu" 



one character is believer in Bemarr McFadden's notions, drinks hot water when he 
gets the flu (source: Tom Friedt tape, side B) 



Death has different fathoms, and 00's was there in the shallows... 
(or: was the deepest, most awful I had seen) 



some info abt XmarocmK Varick's WWI stint in checking file for Eng Crk~ 

Camp Lewis stuff? 
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WW1 victim names 

Florian 

McAlmon 

Jebson, 

, Harold 

, Thomas 

Michael 

flui 
Fain 

Maigrew 

Thorbjornsen, Olaf 



Jick about barbers 

I still think there is something unnatural about making conversation with a 

stranger while his hands are in your hair# 

—Angus has Dair cut his hair, for above reason. Possible scene of dialogue 
between them, as she cuts his hair, he sits with cloth over his shoulders. 



jrajiy guys1 refrain that they had served their time over in Frogland 

arri you by ^od can have the whole bedamned place, without ever really 

telling what the experience was like# (That Frogland refrain, 

-s^could be constantly heard from ay father *s ganeraffion. J 
incidentally, iaae fVcffiawU# 1 have read that one out of every ten 

Montanans at the time —not one-tenth of the Mm men; one-tenth of the state 

entire population—saw military service in 1917-18.) 



Angus's remorse about deaths in WWI of boys he's taught at S. Fork 

(this is missing in otherwise rich portrait of Owen McCarthy in The Year of 
the French—any link between teacher and students) 


